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•2,500 m2 data centre now ready for service
•space pre-sold to customers including RTL interactive, Arcor and Plus.line AG
•23rd centre in Interxion European footprint
Frankfurt, July 23rd, 2008 – Interxion (http://www.interxion.com), a leading European operator of
carrier-neutral data centres, today announced that its fifth Frankfurt data centre is now ready for
service. The data centre has been opened 10 weeks ahead of the previously announced date in order to meet
strong customer demand. A sizeable portion of the 2,500 m2 data centre has been pre-sold to customers
including RTL interactive, Arcor and Plus.line AG. The opening of the new data centre means that
Interxion now operates 23 data centres in 11 countries across Europe.
The new data centre provides secure and energy efficient infrastructure for next generation IT and
connectivity solutions. It reinforces the position of Interxion’s Frankfurt facilities as Germany’s
largest data hub, connecting 80% of the members of DE-CIX, the Frankfurt-based German internet exchange.
The facility can supply up to 30 kW of power per cabinet, enough for the latest high-density server
configurations. As with Interxion’s last three Frankfurt data centres it also features free air cooling
as standard.
“The fact that a considerable part of the infrastructure is already in use and that Interxion has
finished the expansion significantly earlier than planned shows the dynamism of this business as well as
the growth of Frankfurt as a base for enterprise,” commented Peter Kania, Managing Director, Frankfurt
Economic Development GmbH.
“The early completion of this facility is good news for current and prospective customers, and
demonstrates our commitment and capabilities at a time of strong demand,” said Peter Knapp, Managing
Director, Interxion Germany. “A key driver is the unparalleled connectivity we provide. DE-CIX members
and others organisations can now access over 70 carriers and 80 ISPs – one of the highest carrier and
network provider densities in Europe.”
-ENDS About Interxion
Interxion is a leading European provider of carrier neutral data centres. Headquartered in
Schiphol-Rijk, The Netherlands, Interxion serves its customers from 23 carrier-neutral data centres
located in 13 cities across 11 European countries. Interxion serves network and carrier based, hosting
and enterprise customers who require professionally managed and strictly controlled physical environments
within which to operate mission-critical applications and computer systems. Interxion’s data centres
offer cost effective and fast access to multiple local and global communication networks.
Further information:
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For more information please visit www.interxion.com
Press enquiries:
Ali Moinuddin
Marketing Director
Interxion Ltd
Tel: +44 (0) 207 375 7038
E-mail: alim@interxion.com
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